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Defined_not is a definition of furniture, which does not determine its final shape; an interactive algorithm generating
in real time unique, unpredictable, customized chairs.
It was inspired by optimization in nature and the intrinsic beauty of genuinely functional natural structures. The core of the
project is generative algorithm Space Colonization, which in real time builds an optimized tree like structure from a set of
starting points on the ground to the previously generated seat surface.
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Fleeting fashions in design contribute to the problem of waste, which can be reduced by prolonging the life span of products.
Personalized one-off items, as well as building an emotional connection through user involvement in the design process,
show to increase longevity. Digital manufacturing and parametric design tools, used in the project, allow for an automatic
adjustment of the chair dimensions to fit a particular person and for production of one-off pieces. To expand the number
of use scenarios, Motion Capture and surface fitting were used to register a set of non-standard sitting poses and offer them
to customer’s choice.
Defined_not is an interactive application allowing users to influence the result, by reshaping the seat surface, changing
the level of detail, and adding colour with the use of web camera. Such democratization of design lets users express their
creativity thus creating a deeper emotional connection with the item.
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Small scale prototypes

Diana Taukin

defined_not

architect and furniture designer; lecturer of Parametric Design course at the University of the Arts Poznań. In design
practice, Diana Taukin analyses the world and encodes it in with the use of the algorithmic approach and computational
tools. She chooses to focus on the process instead of the product. Interactive features of her projects enable users to
co-create the products, thus democratiz-ing the design process. Artist perceives the complexity and randomization of
generative algorithms mimicking nature as effective, design co-creators.
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https://dianataukin.wixsite.com/portfolio

